Abstract

Traditional end-to-end instruction following approaches for robotic manipulation are notoriously sample inefficient and lack adaptivity; for most single-turn methods, there is no way to provide additional language supervision to adapt robot behavior online—a property critical to deploying robots in collaborative, safety-critical environments. In this work, we present a method for incorporating language corrections, built on the insight that an initial instruction and subsequent corrections differ mainly in the amount of grounded context needed. To focus on manipulation domains where the sample efficiency of existing work is prohibitive, we incorporate our method into a shared autonomy system. Shared autonomy splits agency between the human and robot; rather than specifying a goal the robot needs to achieve alone, language informs the control space provided to the human. Splitting agency this way allows the robot to learn the coarse, high-level parts of a task, offloading more involved decisions—such as when to execute a grasp, or if a grasp is solid—to humans. Our user study on a Franka Emika Panda arm shows that our correction-aware system is sample-efficient and obtains significant gains over non-adaptive baselines.

1 Introduction

Research at the intersection of natural language and robotics has focused on dyadic interactions between humans and robots, often in the single-turn instruction following regime (Tellex et al., 2011; Artzi and Zettlemoyer, 2013; Thomason et al., 2015; Arumugam et al., 2017). In this paradigm, a human gives an instruction, and the robot executes behavior in the world, autonomously—simultaneously resolving the human’s goal as well as planning a course of actions to execute in the environment. While impactful, building systems with this explicit division of agency between humans and robots is nontrivial; many existing systems either make strong assumptions about the environment in order to use motion planners (Matuszek et al., 2012; Kollar et al., 2013), or require extreme amounts of language-aligned data to learn general policies (Chevalier-Boisvert et al., 2019; Stepputtis et al., 2020; Lynch and Sermanet, 2020).

Coupled with the severe sample inefficiency of existing approaches is their lack of adaptivity. Consider the robot in Fig. 1, trying to execute “grab the thing on the white table and place it in the basket.” This instruction is ambiguous and as a result, it is not clear what should happen. One natural option is for the human to provide a set of streaming corrections to the robot, changing its behavior on the fly. While recent work tries to get at the spirit of this idea by learning from dialogue (Thomason et al., 2019a,b), post-hoc corrections (Co-Reyes et al., 2019), or implicit feedback (Karamcheti et al., 2020), none of these approaches...
work online. Real systems for language-driven human-robot interaction must be able to handle streaming corrections in a manner that is both natural and sample efficient.

One answer to sample efficiency lies in leveraging existing methods in shared autonomy (Dragan and Srinivasa, 2013; Argall, 2018; Javdani et al., 2018). This class of approaches splits agency between the human and robot; during execution, both parties influence the ultimate actions of the robot, sharing the burden of reasoning over actions. By factoring the difficulty of the problem across the human and the robot, shared autonomy approaches see large gains in sample efficiency; the robot can learn coarse, high-level features, off-loading the short, fine-grained manipulation to the human, thus playing off the strenghts of both parties. The concrete instance of shared autonomy that we focus on in this work is learned latent actions for assistive teleoperation (Herlant et al., 2016; Losey et al., 2021), where we learn low-dimensional control spaces that humans can use via joysticks, sip-and-puff devices, or other assistive tools to maneuver high-dimensional robots. Because humans are actively involved in controlling the robot – especially in critical states, such as when aligning the robot gripper to lift a cup – these approaches are able to operate at the scale of 5 - 10 examples per task. This is in contrast to the 10K - 100K demonstrations required by modern instruction following systems learned via imitation learning, in the fully autonomous setting (Luketina et al., 2019).

The learned latent actions paradigm operationalizes this division of agency by formulating a set of approaches that use small datasets of demonstrations to learn task-specific assistive controllers (Losey et al., 2020; Jeon et al., 2020; Karamcheti et al., 2021b; Li et al., 2020). While powerful and sample-efficient, a key failing of these approaches is their inability to handle multiple objectives – and more importantly – provide a natural interface for users to specify their goals. To address this challenge, Karamcheti et al. (2021a) introduce LILA (Language-Informed Latent Actions), by using language in a manner similar to single-turn instruction-following approaches. However, while accumulating gains in sample efficiency, LILA, like most single-turn systems, lacks adaptivity, a critical component for any real-time, user controlled system. Looking to Fig. 1, we see that LILA misinterprets the ambiguous instruction “grab the thing on the white table, and place it in the basket” (1), moving towards the cup (2), rather than the banana as the user intended (3). Problems of ambiguity, misspecification, or underspecification are pervasive in any real-world, user-facing language system, and as such, we need an approach for handling streaming, online corrections – in this case, simple utterances like “stop,” or “no, on the left!”

In this work, we introduce LILAC (Language-Informed Latent Actions with Corrections), an adaptive system for real-world robotic manipulation, that – unlike LILA – can effectively interpret streaming language corrections. Critically, our key insight is in realizing language utterances vary in the amount of object state-dependence they require. An instruction like that in Fig. 1 – “grab the thing on the white table, and place it in the basket” – requires dense grounded information about object positioning while a correction – “no, on the left!” – can be expressed as a function of the user’s (static) reference frame, without proprioceptive state or ob-
ject information. This insight allows us to decouple interpreting corrections from grounding: we can learn corrections from even fewer examples, boosting the robustness and generalization potential of our approach.

The following sections introduce LILAC, including how we identify the “state-dependence” of an utterance. We layout our experiments, and culminate with the results of a user study (small-scale, \( n = 5 \)) conducted on a physical Franka Emika Panda (a 7-DoF fixed arm manipulator), with a discussion of future work on extending LILAC, and natural language supervision for shared autonomy.

2 Motivating Example

To gain a picture of LILAC’s latent actions pipeline, we present a motivating example in Fig. 1. A user first gives an instruction to “grab the thing on the white table and place it in the basket,” which presents them a 2-DoF control space they can use via the joystick in their hands. With this new control space, pushing up on the joystick may bring the arm closer to the table, while right might twist the gripper to align with the objects on the table. Unfortunately, the initial model’s control space prediction is not perfect, and the arm skews towards the wrong object!

With LILAC, the user is able to issue real-time language corrections, updating their control space. Specifically, the new user utterance is fed to our learned model that parses the utterance, and produces a new control mapping reflecting the user’s intent. Now, pushing left on the joystick brings the arm left, allowing the user to grasp the banana, as they intended. Finally, after the correction has been satisfied, the user is able to denote termination with a button on their controller, dropping back into the control space for the original task they provided – in this case, returning to the control space for placing the object in the basket.

3 LILAC: Natural Language Corrections

LILAC builds off of LILA as introduced by Karamcheti et al. (2021a) by adding a gating module to handle streaming corrections. The architecture is depicted in Fig. 2; solid lines denote the inference logic, while dashed lines denote training logic.

Overview. LILAC is a conditional autoencoder with some extra structural elements. The encoder takes in (language, state, action) triples – the green boxed components in Fig. 2 – and factors the modeling of the control space into two subproblems. The first subproblem is identifying a set of basis vectors \( b_1 \ldots b_n \) for low-dimensional control conditioned on the current state and language utterance, where \( n \) is the dimensionality of the latent space. These basis vectors have the same dimensionality as the robot’s native action space (e.g., 6/7-DoF). The second subproblem is finding a set of scalar weights \( (z_1 \ldots z_n) \) of the recovered basis vectors, optimized such that the convex combination \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} z_i \cdot b_i \) reconstructs the original action.

At train time, we assume a dataset of training utterances (either instructions or corrections), paired with robot trajectories comprised of (state, action) pairs. For this work, we assume the action space is the 6-DoF end-effector velocity of the robot (obtained via forward kinematics), and the state space is the combination of the robot’s proprioceptive state, containing information about its joint states and end-effector pose (also in 6D), as well as the coordinates of each object in the scene. Because we are interested in intuitive, low-dimensional control, we set \( n = 2 \), so that we only produce 2 basis vectors and weights; this way, a human can operate the robot using any 2-DoF interface, like a joystick or computer mouse.

Exactly as in LILA, we use a pretrained DistilRoberta model from Sentence-BERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) to encode language utterances, in tandem with an “unnatural-language processing” nearest neighbors index (Marzoev et al., 2020); because we are in the small data regime (2 hours of demonstrations), projecting inference-time utterances onto existing training exemplars prevents the LILAC model from generalizing poorly as language embeddings drift, which could lead to practical issues of user safety.

Gating Instructions vs. Corrections. The key insight of this work is that language instructions and corrections differ in their amount of object state-dependence – but what does this mean? From a linguistic perspective, one might categorize different utterances based on the number of referents present; an utterance like “grab the thing on the white table and place it in the basket” as in Fig. 1 has 3 referents, indicating a large degree of state dependence; the robot must ground the utterance in the objects of the environment to resolve the correct behavior. However, an utterance like “no, to the left!” has no explicit referents; one can resolve
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Figure 3: Qualitative trajectories from 4 different control strategies, operated by an “oracle.” Note the dashed lines indicate when language corrections were used. In general, both LILAC and the End-Effector control methods are able to solve tasks, with LILAC able to do so more efficiently. Imitation Learning (green) fails to fit the tasks – even with corrections – and LILA is unable to progress without finer-grained correction information.
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the utterance without object or proprioceptive state information, instead relying solely on the user’s static reference frame and induced coordinates.

To operationalize this idea whilst remaining sample efficient\(^1\), we use a gating function (orange, in Fig. 2) that given language, predicts a value \(\alpha\) from 0–1. A value of 0 signifies a correction. Appropriately, in our architecture, this zeroes out any state-dependent information (see the \(\alpha\) term in Fig. 2), and predicts an action solely based on the provided language. In this work, we construct a prompt harness with GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) to output \(\alpha = 0, 0.5, 1\) – the prompt text and motivation for this decision can be found in Appendix A.

4 Experiments & User Study

Our experiments consist of a targeted evaluation with an expert “oracle” of LILAC and 3 different baselines (results in Fig. 3), as well as a real-world user study \((n = 5)\) on a complex manipulation workspace with a Franka Emika Panda arm (results in Fig. 4). We reuse all the publicly released data from Karamcheti et al. (2021a), and for correction data, collect a handful of corrections for moving in the 6 cardinal directions, as well as two mixed corrections that require some level of state grounding (“lower the bowl” and “tilt the cup”).

Targeted Expert Evaluation. The goal of our expert-controlled evaluation was to evaluate the corrections-module in LILAC, and get a point of reference to LILA and traditional methods for robot control – specifically, using a control scheme that uses inverse kinematics to control the end-effector of the robot, two axes at a given time (e.g. [X, Y], [Z, Roll], [Pitch, Yaw]). Fig. 3 shows the results; LILAC and End-Effector control are both able to accomplish the two tasks, but LILA struggles to recover from overshooting problems. We also evaluate one other strategy – Language & Correction-Aware Imitation, which doesn’t have enough data to fit a reasonable policy (see discussion in Karamcheti et al. (2021a) for more information). We additionally evaluate a “no-language” variant of latent actions in Appendix C.

User Study. Given the results from the automatic evaluation, we run a within-subjects user study \((n = 5, 3\) male, 2 female, 3 users with prior teleoperation experience), with the three operation schemes – LILAC, LILA, and End-Effector control – as the three conditions. Each user was randomly assigned one of the five original tasks from the LILA work, and asked to complete it with each control strategy.\(^2\) Fig. 4 shows the general quantitative (left) and subjective (right) study results. Users provide linguistic feedback verbally; in this work, we rely on an expert proctor to manually type the verbal instruction into the computer running the LILAC model – future work will adopt off-the-shelf ASR technologies, such as the Google Speech-to-Text API.

On the Strength of End-Effector Control. LILAC strictly dominates LILA, showing the benefit of adding even simple real-time correction handling. However, compared to End-Effector control, the success is less clear. While obtaining a slightly higher success rate, the qualitative results

\(^1\)One question is why not treat all utterances as equal; the answer is rooted in the small data regime we operate in. We’d need to collect several instances of the same correction “to the left” in different states to generalize, whereas with the LILAC approach, we realistically only need one.

\(^2\)More information about the structure of the study can be found in Appendix B
Figure 4: User study results ($n = 5$) with a Franka Emika Robotic arm. LILAC outperforms the non-adaptive LILA model across the board, obtaining higher success rates, and is preferred by users. While LILAC and End-Effector control obtain similar success rates (though LILAC is slightly higher), plotting the “jerk” (2nd derivative of input velocity) paints a different picture: controlling the end-effector is very jerky, requiring high user load.

are mixed. One confound is the limited pool of participants, many of whom already had prior teleoperation experience (due to COVID restrictions, we could not widen the pool). Another possible confound is the structure of the user study itself; to better allow for users to adjust to the LILAC corrections procedure, the amount of practice time afforded each user is larger than in prior work, which allows users to get more acquainted with end-effector control. Ultimately, this points to the tasks in this work being on the simpler side, able to be solved (mostly) without complex, mixed angular-linear control of the robot’s end-effector; if we were to account for more real-world manipulation tasks such as sweeping, wiping, or feeding – all of which require handling contact and controlling 3+ degrees-of-freedom – we would see degraded End-Effector performance.

That being said, for additional insight on user cognitive load when using the various control schemes, we plotted the 2nd-derivative of acceleration – jerk – of the input controls; we see here that End-Effector approaches require significantly more fast movement compared to LILAC. Not only is this more taxing on the user, but is potentially unsafe depending on the application – another axis we will explore in future work.

5 Discussion

The union of natural language and shared autonomy for real-world robot manipulation is a rich and vibrant research area. Moving beyond strict dyadic interactions towards the shared autonomy setting opens the door to rich work in language supervision for robotic manipulation – work that has so far been limited by the steep data requirements of training language-conditioned policies (Stepputtis et al., 2020; Shridhar et al., 2021). As shown in this work, shared autonomy approaches are able to benefit greatly from sharing agency with a human-in-the-loop, leading to gains in data efficiency.

Specifically, in this work we introduced LILAC, an adaptive shared autonomy system for handing streaming language corrections, provided while a user completes a task. The entire LILAC model was trained with 2 hours of data collected by a single person, vs. the multiple days of data that would be required if using a fully autonomous, imitation learning approach. While the sample efficiency wins are clear, LILAC remains limited; the current evaluation shows that hand-coded control schemes that let users directly manipulate the end-effector can be similarly effective in some cases. Furthermore, LILAC is heavily tied to the latent actions paradigm for shared autonomy, which is only a small slice of the different types of solutions for human-in-the-loop robotic manipulation.

Future work in language and shared autonomy will allow for learning new utterances online, from user feedback; for example, developing methods for learning control strategies for novel language, like “flip over the cup,” with minimal user feedback (teaching demonstrations, language corrections, etc.). More broadly, we hope to generalize our correction module to other versions of language-informed robotics – for example, to policy blending (Dragan and Srinivasa, 2013), guided planning, and interactive imitation learning (Kelly et al., 2019) – for more complex, real-world manipulation tasks.
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A Using GPT-3 to Identify Corrections

A core component of LILAC is the choice of gating function, for producing the object state dependence weight $\alpha$ for a given language utterance. Critically, $\alpha$ dictates whether an utterance is an instruction ($\alpha = 1$) that depends on the current environment context, a correction ($\alpha = 0$) that does not, and can be interpreted without additional grounded information, or something in-between ($\alpha = 0.5$).

We made the realization early on that identifying whether a language utterance fell into one of the above categories could (at least heuristically) be decoupled from any environment information; that is to say, we could predict $\alpha$ directly from the language utterance alone. Given this hypothesis, and the fact that we were not sure whether the $\alpha$-gating would even work in our small-data regime, we found it difficult to defend the choice to collect data to learn $\alpha$ upfront, prior to running through the whole system. Therefore, our choices were to either hardcode a series of $\alpha$ values for a small, fixed set of correction language, or come up with some heuristic (e.g., referent-counting) that could break or generalize poorly to “in-between” utterances. Instead, we chose to try a prompt construction based approach, leveraging GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020).

The prompt we specified is shown in Fig. 5; we did minimal prompt-tuning, only reordering the examples shown, and turning the temperature down to 0 (as we wanted this to be deterministic). We found GPT-3 to work incredibly well out of the box – a phenomenon that cannot be overstated.

With a straightforward procedure, we were able to use GPT-3 as a drop-in replacement for what otherwise would have been a brittle heuristic, or a limited set of language corrections. It is incredibly exciting to be able to prototype these systems via GPT-3 quickly, and we hope that this type of usage becomes prevalent throughout not only human-robot interaction, but widespread NLP pipelines as a whole. Given the results with the “drop-in” GPT-3 model, we have a good idea as to where we need to focus future work with respect to learning $\alpha$ – specifically, for handling the nuanced utterances that are “in-between” corrections and instructions – and are excited to tackle this moving forward.

B User Study Details & Tasks

As mentioned in §4, we ran a within-subjects study with a small number of participants ($n = 5$). The study consisted of each user using the following
strategies to solve a given task: End-Effector control, LILA (no corrections), and LILAC (our proposed approach). The order of strategies was randomized across users. The tasks were as follows:

1. Pick & Insert Banana – Grasp the banana, and place it in the plastic fruit basket, turning the gripper appropriately to insert the banana.

2. Pick & Place Basket – Grasp the basket by the handles, and lower it onto the tray.

3. Pick & Place Cereal Bowl – Grasp the green cereal bowl by the lip of the bowl, lift it off the pedestal, and lower it onto the tray without collision.

4. Pick & Pour into Cereal Bowl – Grasp the blue cup with marbles by either the lip of the cup or the handle on the side, then lift it over the cereal bowl, tilting the cup to pour the marbles into the bowl.

5. Pick & Pour into Mug – Grasp the blue cup with marbles by either the lip of the cup or the handle on the side, then lift it over the black mug – avoiding collisions – then pour the contents into the mug.

Prior to executing the task in a given control mode, each user was given 3 minutes to practice using that control mode. During practice, the user could experiment with various patterns of joystick input to better understand how they translated to movement of the robot arm. We found that the amount of “naturalization” time was critical in getting users to adapt to the interfaces provided by LILA, and LILAC. Furthermore, for users not already experienced in robot teleoperation, we found this practice period important as well. However, we found that it takes longer to naturalize to LILAC vs. End-Effector control – this also explains the slight difference in results between LILAC and End-Effector control. Future work will explore the impact of this “naturalization period” under various conditions.

C Additional Visualizations & Baselines

To supplement our experiments from §4, we present two additional sets of trajectory visualizations in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Fig. 6 shows the same 4 strategies as in Fig. 3, except for a more complex pouring task; in general, the pattern of behavior is the same – both LILAC and End-Effector control are able to solve the task, whereas LILA stalls out due to a lack of a corrective signal, with Correction-Aware Imitation Learning failing to fit a decent policy given limited data.

One other baseline we ran was the no-language variant of latent actions; we ran this to show the impact that language has on providing intuitive, useful control spaces. Fig. 7 shows the results of this baseline vs. LILAC – at a glance, the no-language variant completely fails, reducing to random, oscillatory behavior, because it cannot learn to provide a good control space for all tasks, without an extra conditioning signal. This is the same observation made in Karamcheti et al. (2021a).
Figure 6: Additional trajectory visualizations for the four strategies from §4, this time for a more complex “pouring” task; we see similar results as in Fig. 3.

Figure 7: Results visualizing trajectories for LILAC and an additional baseline strategy – “No-Language Latent Actions” – the language-free variant of our approach. Note that this approach trivially fails, as its overloaded, unable to find a satisfying control scheme that would allow users to perform all 5 tasks without extra conditioning information. This translates to aimless, oscillatory behavior during execution.